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ENIGMA BOOKS SERIES AUTHORS, CHARLES BREAKFIELD AND ROX BURKEY
RELEASES SECOND EDITION OF THEIR BOOK, THE ENIGMA WRAITH
Second Edition Debuted on April 1, 2021
Charles Breakfield and Rox Burkey, Enigma Books Series authors, released the second
edition of their book, The Enigma Wraith on April 1, 2021.
The Enigma Wraith is Book Four in the Enigma Book Series by Breakfield and
Burkey. It is available in paperback, eBook and audible formats.
In a Kirkus Review, it stated that this is “Another stellar installment. Breakfield and
Burkey show no signs of slowing down in an ever-improving series.”
Sefina Hawke for Readers’ Favorite stated, “The Enigma Wraith is a fast-paced
technological thriller that kept me on the edge of my seat from start to finish. I really liked how
authors Breakfield and Burkey made everything seem so realistic; I could almost imagine
something like the Ghost Code really happening and how truly damaging it could be. I greatly
enjoyed reading The Enigma Wraith…”
Authors, Breakfield and Burkey, known for the Enigma series books that focus on a
variety of security issues are excited to share how the complexities of cybersecurity can infiltrate
everyday life and awareness.
Burkey said they are authors who work to deliver and go the extra mile in editing, beta
reading and formatting. Both agreed that their passion for technology in their professional
careers carries into their writing.
“Our broad experience with customers worldwide shows us daily that technology is either
really helpful or a dependency that makes us unaware of the real world. The risks for an
individual's freedom of choice are challenged with technology-forced decisions upon us,”
Breakfield said.
The team is also known for their award-winning tales.

The Enigma Source, the authors’ 10th book received the Dan Poynter Global Legacy
Award in four categories in August 2019. The books have also been recognized by the Texas
Association of Authors, and Colorado Independent Publishers Association among other
publications and organizations.
Based in Dallas, Texas, these co-writers have published 11 tech-thrillers in their Enigma series.
Their books are available in print and audio formats on Audible, iTunes, and Amazon.
For more information, go to https://www.enigmabookseries.com.

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Charles Breakfield: Charles holds a master’s degree and works for a high-tech manufacturer as
a solution architect, functioning in hybrid data/telecom environments. A long-time technology
geek, Charles enjoys writing, studying World War II history, travel, and cultural exchanges. He’s
also a fan of wine-tastings, riding his Harley, and continues developing his woodworking skills.
Now included in people on the move in Dallas Business Journal.

Rox Burkey: Rox has two passions – working with technology and writing. She enjoys
working to drive optimized customer experiences with technology in her role with a high-tech
manufacturer. Texas is home for her and her family. When time permits Rox likes gardening,
hiking, sewing, refinishing antiques, exploring, wine-tasting, and traveling. She loves to listen to
people which often results in odd treasures that come to life in her stories. Now included in
people on the move in Dallas Business Journal.

